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Abstract

A system for analysing can lids is presented� Im�

ages of the can lids are captured by a CCD camera�

The images are then analysed to determined whether

the cans are with or without imprinted text on the lid�

The system is also capable of detecting whether the can

is viewed from the top or the bottom� The performance

of the system is promising� yet there are possibilities

for improvements�

� Introduction

Tomra Systems AS produces machines for receiving
return cans for the American market� Here� a deposit is
payed on the cans in some states� while there is no de�
posit in other states� Obviously� money should only be
reimbursed for those cans for which a deposit has been
payed� To avoid reimbursing money for a non�deposit
can from one state in another state� it is therefore nec�
essary to be able to distinguish between cans purchased
in states with and without a deposit arrangement�

Today� the can machines are equipped with a bar
code reader� which reads the deposit information about
the product contained in a bar code printed on the
cans� An alternative solution� which may be cheaper�
is to imprint this information on the can lids� The
issue of the work described in this paper� was to de�
sign a machine vision system for interpretation of such
information�

The lids of the cans are made of aluminium� re�
sulting in a very shiny surface� This creates re�exes
and low contrast making the problem of recognition
di�cult� In ��� stamped characters are recognized by
analysing range images� In the can machine this is� for
economical reasons� not an option� and a CCD camera
had to be used for the image acquisition� Hence� over�
coming the problems of low contrast combined with

sharp re�exes was a challenge�
To obtain separation of cans with and without re�

fund� several problems must be solved�

� The system should distinguish between the lid
and the bottom of a can� This is necessary as
cans may be inserted the wrong way into the can
machine�

� The system should separate cans with informa�
tion on the lid from those without� as cans with�
out refund may often lack information on the lid�

� The �nal step would be to interprete the infor�
mation on the lid to decide on the amount to
be refunded� using methods from symbol recog�
nition�

In this study� we have concentrated on solving the
�rst two problems� and on �nding robust methods
which will work in a �nal system� Also� being able
to solve these problems are absolutely crucial for the
complete system to work� For interpretation of the
information on the lids� a standardization of the infor�
mation is necessary� Currently this information may
appear in any form� and the recognition problem was
therefore not handled at this stage�

� Data

The available space for a camera within the can ma�
chine is limited� and it is therefore impossible to obtain
images viewing the cans from directly above� The cam�
era must be placed at an angle� and the resulting view
of the can is illustrated in Figure �� A mirror is used to
re�ect the image of the can back to the position where
there is room for the camera�

The image acquisition is performed by a CCD cam�
era� The images used in this study has a resolution of
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���� ��� pixels� and for the ellipse describing the top
of the can� the minor and major axes are typically ���
and ��� pixels� respectively� The cans are illuminated
by red light emitting diodes� A few examples of the
can images in our dataset are shown in Figure ��

Figure �	 View of the can�

� Methods

Prior to any analysis� the can must be located in the
image and segmented from the background� The lid or
the bottom of the can is described by an ellipse� and
it is only the information within this ellipse which is
needed for the analysis� Hence� the process starts by
determining this ellipse� and this is described in Section
����

When the ellipse is estimated� the next step is to
determine whether the can is viewed from the top or
the bottom� This is decided by searching the estimated
ellipse for the hole which only will be present in the lids�
Section ��� describes the hole detection�

The lids are then analysed to identify the regions of
the lid which may contain information� This process�
which is described in Secton ���� results in two regions�
one on each side of the hole in the lid� One of these
regions may be covered by the pull tab of the lid� If
this is the case� symbols printed in this area will not
be visible� Hence� the state�speci�c information should
always be printed on both halves of the lid� To extract
the region which is not covered by the pull tab and to
decide whether this region contains any information�
we use an edge detector� This process is described in
Section ����

��� Ellipse estimation

For the estimation of the ellipse de�ning the can
top� two�level thresholding ��� is used to segment the
can from the background� From the thresholded image
shown in Figure �� a part of the contour of the top of
the can is extracted� Based on this contour segment�
the ellipse describing the lid �or bottom� if the can has

been inserted the wrong way into the can machine� is
estimated�

Figure �	 Principles for hole detection�

The problem of �tting conic sections to scattered
data has arisen in several applications described in the
literature� We have used a method described by Book�
stein in ���� where the sum�of�squares of the quadratic
form

Q�x� y� � Ax��B xy�C y��D x�E y�F � � ���

is minimized� The ellipse �tted to the contour ex�
tracted from the can in Figure � is shown in Figure
�� Having estimated the ellipse� a sub�image is deter�
mined as the smallest possible rectangle enclosing the
ellipse� and all further processing takes place on this
sub�image�

Figure �	 Estimated ellipse marked with white�

��� Hole detection

For the hole detection� the sub�image is �rst thresh�
olded by a single threshold chosen such that ��� of the
pixels will be below the threshold �black� and ��� of
the pixels will be above �white��



Figure �	 Examples of the can images in our data set� From left to right� Can lid with text� can lid without text�

can bottom�

From this thresholded image� all the contiguous re�
gions of pixels with the same pixel value are extracted�
The hole will be represented as a black region� and we
therefore investigate the regions containing black pix�
els� We assume that a hole covers between � and ��
percent of the area of the ellipse describing the can lid�
For a black region to be a hole its size must lie be�
tween these limits� We also put some requirements on
the shape of the hole�

For the regions satisfying these criteria� the centroid
is computed� The centroid has to be within a certain
distance �speci�ed as an ellipse� from the centre of the
can� If more than one region satis�es these require�
ments� the one with the greatest area is chosen� If no
region satis�es these requirements� we assume that the
can is viewed from the bottom�

Figure � shows the thresholded image of a can from
which the hole is found� The centre of the can lid and
the centroid of the identi�ed hole are marked with ����

Figure �	 Principles for hole detection�

��� Determination of regions of interest

If no hole has been detected in the previous step� the
can is classi�ed as a �bottom�� Otherwise� we assume
that the can is viewed from the top and we proceed to
determine the regions which may contain text�

The text on a lid will always be printed within the
two sectors on each side of the hole �Figure �a�� For the
further analysis of the lid� we are therefore interested
in looking at these two sectors� only� To determine
the two sectors� we de�ne an inner ellipse enclosing
the hole� an outer ellipse enclosing the �at area of the
lid� and two straight lines intersecting at the centre of
the can� The lines divide the lid into four sections of
which neither the one covering the hole nor the opposite
will contain any text� The principles are illustrated in
Figure �b�

Figure �	 a� Text on the can lid is only printed within

the areas marked with shading� b� We delimit the in�

teresting sectors by an inner and an outer ellipse and

two sectors the size of the hole�

First� the angle from the centre of the can to the cen�
troid of the hole is computed� This angle determines
the rotation of the inner ellipse� The dimensions of the



inner ellipse are chosen such that the ellipse approxi�
mately covers the hole� The outer ellipse will have the
same orientation as the initially estimated ellipse�

Figure 	 a� Direction of hole giving the widest possible

sector� b� Direction of hole giving the smallest possible

sector�

The size of the inner ellipse and the width of the
sector covering the hole �and its opposite� are de�ned
to vary with the location of the hole� When the can is
rotated as in Figure a� the hole is at its widest� and
when the can is rotated �� degrees from this position
like shown in Figure b� the hole is at its most narrow�
This means that we de�ne the widest sector when the
direction from the centre to the hole is parallell to the
y�axis and then the width continuously decreases until
this direction is parallell to the x�axis�

The masks de�ning the resulting sectors for the can
from Figure � are shown in Figure �� In Figure � the
contents of the sectors are shown� In the further pro�
cessing only the contents of the identi�ed sectors are
analysed�

Figure �	 Masks de�ning search sectors�

��� Edge detection

The pull tab of the lid may cover one of the regions
determined in the previous section� As information
printed in this region may not be visible� the next step
is to identify the region which is not covered by the
pull tab� This is obtained through edge detection� We
use the Sobel operator ���� which has the advantage

Figure �	 The contents of the search sectors�

Figure ��	 The gradient information of the search sec�

tors�

of providing both a di�erencing and a smoothing ef�
fect� The smoothing is useful as derivatives generally
enhance noise�

In addition to the selection of an appropriate re�
gion� the purpose of the edge detection is to deter�
mine whether this region contains deposite symbols or
not� The e�ect of shade and re�ected light may re�
sult in sharp edges caused by the outer edge of the lid�
Hence� before making any decisions based on the gra�
dient magnitude image� these edges must be separated
from edges caused by text� Since the non�text edges
will follow the elliptic shape of the lid� an edge pixel
should be removed if the vector from the centre of the
lid to this pixel is perpendicular to the direction of the
pixel� The result of using the gradient direction infor�
mation to remove edges from the gradient magnitude
image is shown in Figure ���

The uncovered region is identi�ed by computing the
mean edge value for both sectors and �nding the sector
with the lowest mean value� Cans with a mean value
below a prede�ned limit are assumed to have no text
imprinted�

� Experimental Results

In the testing of the system� the camera within the
can machine was connected to a PC on which the soft�
ware was implemented� During the test situation� the
images were written to �le for later analysis of the re�



sults�

Our test set consisted of �� di�erent images of cans�
In �� of the images� the cans were viewed from the top�
while the remaining � images were of can bottoms� �
of the can tops had text imprinted� The cans were
rotated at di�erent angles� with the pull tab located
at di�erent positions� On this set of images we tested
the method for separation between can tops and can
bottoms and the method for separation between cans
with and without text�

The � images of can bottoms were all correctly clas�
si�ed� One of the can tops was classi�ed to �bottom��
The outline of this can was missing due to wrong ad�
justment of the mirror and camera in the setup� Hence�
the extracted contour used for the ellipse estimation
was incorrect leading to an erroneous ellipse and sub�
sequent misclassi�cation�

The � cans without text were all correctly classi�ed�
while �ve of the cans with text were misclassi�ed� One
error resulted from wrong adjustment of the mirror and
camera in the setup� while the remaining four errors
were due to low contrast in the images� making the
text almost invisible�

The estimation of the search sectors was very accu�
rate for all images except for those where the outline
of the can was missing�

� Summary and Discussion

The aim of this study was to arrive at robust meth�
ods which would distinguish the bottom from the lid of
can� separate cans with imprinted information on the
lid from those without and locate the region of the lid
where imprinted information was visible �not covered
by the pull tab�� Recognition of the symbols imprinted
on the lids were not an issue at this stage� as this infor�
mation is not yet standardized� Testing of the system
was performed by connecting the CCD camera within
the can machine to a PC on which the methods for
analysis were implemented�

The analysis starts by determining the ellipse de�
scribing the top �or the bottom� of the can� Based on
this ellipse a sub�image is selected for further process�
ing� A search for the hole in the can lid determines
whether the can is viewed from the top or the bottom�
In the former case� the location of the hole is used to
de�ne the regions which should be searched for text
or graphics� To determine whether the lid has text
imprinted� the gradient information in these regions is
used� The methods used for the analysis are all fairly
fast� This was necessary for them to be suitable for a
real time application�

Experimental results show that the method distin�
guishes very well between can tops and can bottoms�
The separation of cans with and without text is slightly
harder� but the preliminary results are good� Out of
�� images of can lids� �� are correctly classi�ed� Two
of these errors occured because the adjustment of the
mirror and camera was inaccurate� resulting in an im�
age where a bit of the outer contour of the can lid was
missing� The current method used in the analysis is
highly dependent on that the entire upper contour of
the can lid is visible in the image resulting from the
CCD camera� It is therefore important to be careful
with the camera setup�

The remaining four misclassi�cations were due to
low contrast in the images� As the pull tab of the
can may cover one of the sectors analysed for text�
it is important that the text is visible in both sectors�
To avoid disturbing re�exes from the bright aluminium
can� di�use lighting was used� However� it might seem
that not only the disturbing re�exes were removed� but
also too much of the light re�ected from the imprinted
text� Still� the light setting has not been optimized
for the current method and there should be room for
improvements�

Concluding this study� the preliminary results show
that the method enables separation between can lids
and can bottoms� distinguishes between cans with and
without text and is able to extract the region where
the imprinted information is visible�
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